Principles for designing enzyme-like catalysts based on the rate-acceleration mechanisms of semisynthetic oxidases.
Combinations of substrate-binding sites and catalytic groups constitute various kinds of enzyme-like catalysts. The design of such catalysts can be evaluated by the enhancement of the overall catalytic activity by combining these parts into one catalyst. For a catalyst having one substrate-binding site and one catalytic group, an equation was obtained which shows the relationship between the rate-acceleration due to the combination, the affinity of the site (1/Kd), intrinsic effective concentration (kin/kex) and substrate concentration ([S]). The intrinsic effective concentration is the ratio of the first-order rate constant (kin) of the intramolecular reaction between the catalytic group and the bound substrate and the second-order rate constant (kex) of the intermolecular reaction between the catalytic group and the free substrate; the value depends on the method of linking the catalytic group and the binding site. This equation provides the following principles for designing catalysts of this type with a considerable grade of rate-acceleration: [S] less than or equal to kin/kex and (1/10)[S] less than or equal to Kd less than or equal to kin/kex. To increase kin/kex, the structure of the binding site is required not to reduce the reactivity of the bound substrate, and the linker connecting the binding site and the catalytic group is required to be flexible and to have an appropriate length. A subunit structure is also found to be effective to improve the catalytic activity: the activity of an n-mer is at most n2 times as high as that of the monomer. As for the substrate-binding sites, the sites of natural enzymes and antibodies are good candidates because various kinds of binding sites with high affinity and specificity to the corresponding substrates are available. In addition, the equation relating the rate-acceleration with Kd, kin/kex, and [S] is used for explaining the catalytic efficiency of enzymes energetically. The principle for designing a multifunctional catalyst having several kinds of binding sites for its substrates and intermediates and several kinds of catalytic groups was then investigated. In this case, the diffusion of the intermediates strongly affects the activity of the multifunctional catalyst, and such a diffusion process was also analyzed. On the basis of these analyses, the following principles were obtained.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)